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ABS'I'RA( ~q" 
The behavior of special difl~rentiable r al-valued thnctions dcfir,cd on a set of 
matrices is examined. \Ve call these fimcti(ms (M; ~') functions. They are intrinsicall~ 
interesting and can provide usefid inequalities. \Vc give a theorem helping to find 
their global cxtrema. The search for these extrema is pertbrmed through classical 
techniques using differential calculus. \Ve concentrate on (M; (:) functions that arc 
important in statistics and econometrics. Their global extremizers are cxplicitl.v given. 
"l'hcse fimctions are usefid in the minimization of mean squared errors or variances of 
quadratic {brms !t'.4!] when y has a multivariate normal or. more generally, an 
c[[ipticall.v contoured istribution. Finally, an illustrative application to the estimation 
of tlw covariance matrix in a linear regression model is given. 
I. N()TATI()N 
Ill this paper, we will always use the fbllowing notation: for a matrix B 
with N rows, B ~ is the Moore-Penrose inverse of B. and Mu is defined by 
31u := I - BB- ,  where BB-  is the orthogonal )rojeetor onto the range 
space of B [the linear subspace of N:~ generated bv the colunms of B, which 
we denote .,#(B)]. Thus, M R is the orthogonal projector onto the orthogonal 
comph,ment of .~(B)  in [R x. The • rank of B will be denoted f iB)  or simply 
r B. When defined, the trace of a matrix B will be denoted tr(B) or tr B. For 
a symmetric B, B ~ 0 will mean that B is nonnegative definite. For matrices 
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A of order N × m and B of order N × k, [AIB] will designate the 
partitioned N × (m + k) matrix formed with the horizontally displayed 
blocks A and B. Next, we will designate by II All the Frobenius norm of a 
matrix A, i.e. IIAII := (trAA')  1/2. For the definition and properties of 
differentiable functions defined on a set of matrices, see Magnus and 
Neudecker (1988). For the gathering of partial derivatives of a differentiable 
real-valued function ~0 of an n × q matrix of real variables X = (X,)), we 
define the n × q matrix (&p/c)X)(X)  by 
: =  . 
It should be noted that this matrix of partial derivatives i not the derivative 
of ~0. However, this notation will prove to be adequate in the following. 
2. (M,U)  FUNCTIONS: DEFINIT ION,  EXAMPLES, AND RESULTS 
Let M be a nonzero idempotent and symmetric matrix of order N ~ M*, 
the set of positive natural numbers. For R ~ M*, define ~ := {X ~ ~Rx.~'; 
XM 4= 0}. The set ,~ is open in R ax'\" 
DEFINITION 1. Consider the fimctions u : U ---) N and w : U --) R given 
by u(X)  = at r (MX'X)  2 + b( t rMX'X)  2 + c t r (MX'X)  + d and w(X)  = 
e t r (MX'X)  "2 + g(tr MX'X)  2 + h t r (MX'X)  + k, where U is an ()pen set in 
,~ and the real numbers a, b, c, d, e, g, h, k are such that w(X)4 :0  and 
aw(X)  - eu(X)  4:0 for all X ~ U. For a given nonzero idernl)otcnt and 
symmetric matrix M, the differentiable function (p : U --* R defined by 
u(X)  
,p( X )  = - -  
w(X)  
at r (  MX 'X)  2 + b(tr MX 'X)  2 + ctr( MX 'X)  + d 
e t r (  MX 'X)  2 + g( t rMX'X)  2 + htr( MX 'X)  + k 
(1) 
will be called an (M; U) function. 
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Using rides of differential calculus such as d t r  X = t rdX,  d (X ' )  = (dX) ' .  
Canchy's rule of invariance (see Magnus and Neudecker 1988, p. 93) and 
tr AB = tr BA, tr A' = tr A, etc., we obtain [writing t instead of t r (MX'X)  
to lighten the notation] 
de(X ;  dX)  w 2 = tr{(4aw - 4eu)MX'XMX'  
- [ (4gt  + 2h)u - (4bt + 2c)w]MX'}dX.  
l lenee, following the nlles given in Magnus and Neudecker (1988, p. 176). 
aq~ 4aw - 4eu (4bt + 2c)w - (4gt + 2h)u 
t a X (X )  XMX XM + 
IC  2 IL" 2 
XM. 
a¢ 
and -=- (X)  = 0 iff 
aX 
t ! r ! MX XMX = ~(  X ) MX , 
(4g't + 2h)u  - (4bt + 2c)w 
where ~b(X) = (2) 
4aw - 4eu  
TIIEOREM 1 (Global extrema o f (M;  U) functions). Let q~ be an (M; U) 
fimction attaining a global minimum (res7)ectively, a maximum)on (.'. Let ~,' 
he the ( nonempty ) set ~ stationary points 
x e -Syx ( X ) = 
and define v : ~'--+ ~ by v (X)  := (tr MX 'X)2 / t r (MX'X)  z. If  q~l,- (the 
restriction of q~ to ~)  is a strictly decrects'ingfitnction ft, then any X ,  ~ g 
.~'uch that v( X , ) = rain{R, r M} (respectively, v(X ,  ) = 1) is a global mini- 
mizer (respectively, maximizer.) of ~ on U. 
This theorem turns out to be a powerful tool when it can be shown that a 
g,fven (M; U) function attains a global extremum. We will apply it to (M; U) 
functions that are important in statisties and econometrics. These functions 
appear, as we shall see, in minimization problems of mean squared errors or 
varianees of quadratic estimators when normality (or, more generally, an 
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elliptically contoured istribution) is assumed. Generally speaking, Theorem 
1 provides analytic solutions in cases where numerical methods (with their 
obvious drawbacks) seem to be, at first glance, the only tools available. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since (by assumption) ~ attains a global extremum 
on the open set U, this extremuin is a stationary point of ~ and the problem 
reduces to the extremization of ,ply. From (2), since ~p is an (M; U) function, 
~' = {X ~ U; MX'XMX' = $(X)MX'}.  Postmultipl~4ng the equation 
MX'XMX' = ~b(X)MX' by X and using the trace operator, we notice that 
~b I,,( X ) = tr ( MX' X )'2/tr( MX' X). Define the matrix function T : ~ ~ I~ "~' × :~ 
by T(X) := [~b(X)]-'MX'XM. Then T(X)  is clearly idempotent and sym- 
metric, and one has r T(X)  = t r (MX 'X) /$ (X)  = (tr MX'X)2 / t r (MX 'X)  2
= v(X). But v(X)  = rT(X)  = r(XM) ~< min{r X, r M} ~< rain{R, r M}. We 
also have v(X)  >/ 1, for v(X)  = r(XM) with X ~.~,  i.e. XM ~: 0. In order 
to minimize [maximize] ~pl,:, we have to maximize [mininfize] v, since 
by assumption ~l~ is a strictly decreasing fimction of v. l_~t X,  ~ ~" be 
such that v(X , )= inin{ R, r( M )} [v (X , )= 1]. Then X,  ~ ~' is a mini- 
mizer [maximizer] of ~1,, and, more generally, of ~ defined on the whole 
open set U. • 
In the following, the fimctions ix :~ ~ ~ and r/:l~ t~×~' ~ ~ given by 
and 
tr( MX'X)  2 
ix (X)  := ( t rMX'X)  ~ (3) 
r / (X)  := t r (MX'X)  2 + 2- ' [ t r (MX 'X)  - 0] 2 (4) 
(where 0 is a positive real number and M is an idempotent and symmetric 
matrix) will play an important role [ ix and T/I.~ are both (M; ~)  functions]. 
Their behavior is not readily perceivable and needs filrther investigation. 
Global Extrema of Ix and 71 
We will prove that Ix attains a global minimum as well as a global 
maximum on ~.  To show this, we ~411 use the two following properties: 
(i) IX(bX) = IX(X) for all b > 0 (zero-degree homogeneity) and 
(ii) IX( XM ) = ix (X) .  
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Define the endomorphism L : ~ ~ × ~ ~ ~ i~ ~ x by L(X ) := XM. The endo- 
morphism L is a projector: Lo L(X)  = L (XM)  = XMM = XM = L (X) .  
Then i~ n × x is the direct sum of ira(L) and ke, r(L), i.e. ~ j~ × x = ira(L) 
ker(L), and 1, is the projector onto ira(l ,)  parallel to ker(L). The function # 
is defined on ,~ = I~ n × x \ ker (L ) .  Prol~;rty (i i) above means that IX( X ) -: 
/x o L( X ) for all X ~ 9 ,  and hence we need only concentrate on the behaxSor 
of ix on ira(l ,)  \ {0}. For y e: ira( l ,)  \ {0},consider the ray 1-1~ := {t ) :  
t > 0}. Prol)erty (i) above means that tt is constant <m I~.  T'his muans in 
particular that /z(.~) = ix(ira(I,) \ {0}) = iX(S), where S := {X ~ ira(L): 
IlXl[ = 1} is a unit sphere of dimension B" r ) , / -  l in i ra ( l , ) \  {0}. The 
function IX being contimious on the compact S, the Weierstrass theorem 
implies that iX attains its minimal as well as m~Lximal value on S (and of 
course on ,'2~). As we shall see below, Theorem 1 ~,nahles us to find these 
extrema. It ean be shown analogously that r/ attains a global minimmn (but 
no maximum) on ira(L) \ {0} (and of course also on : :  and ~i~,: x ). 
In order to ggve explicit extremizers (which will be useful later) of the 
fimctions iX and r/ defined above, we need the fi)llo~4ng definitions and 
notation: Given a nonzero idempotent and symmetric matrix M and a 
positive natural mmd~er I~, let j })e an N × r M matrix whose cohmms are 
orthom)rmal eigenveetors of M (arranged in any order) associated with the 
refit e igemalue (i.e. :'if = j j '). L, t  the positive natural number q be g0'am by 
q := min{l{.rM}, and J1, of order N ×q,  I)e tlw matrix of the first q 
cohmms of J. x~,'~, are now ready to defim' an N X 1"I matrix f as follows: 
] := J~ i f /{  ~< r M and ] := [JI0] if B > r.~,/, when, ()is a N × (B -- r ) , / )  
block of zeros. 
TI1EC)RI':M 2. Git;en a mmzem .symmetric and idempotent matrix M qf 
order :\" ~ %]* and a number B c RJ*, d~m'  the fi~nction.s i x : ,~ -~ E¢ amt 
~1: i~n~ ~ ~, where ,~ := {X ~ ~l~×.~' XM -4= 0}, h!t 
II MX'XM I[ ~ 
~(x) . -  
I I xMI?  
and, .ft,- 0 > O, 
a 
77(x)  =IIMX'XMII ~+2 '(llXmll-'- 0)-.  
C,msi(h:r the sets '~l := {XM; X ~,~} and ,Y'/'2 := {X ~" : l ;  IIX = 1}. Th,,,, 
we ha~e the fidh~tt'inl~ results: 
(a) min x ~ ..: /x(X) = min x c .,:~ IX(X) = l / ra in{B,  r M}. A ~lobal mini- 
mizcr X .  o]" t2, on .~ and .~2 is ~it:en by X .  = (rain{R. r M})- i /2f,. 
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(b) maxx~., ~ IX(X)= maxx~.~,  Ix (X)= 1. A global maximizer X ,  of 
Ix on ~ and 9 .  2 is" given by X,  = [)D]', wherej i, any column , f  J (which is 
defined above), and 0 is an N × (R - 1) block of zeros (if R = 1, then X ,  
is' simply j'). 
(c) minx~a,×,  r/(X) = minx~., ¢ r / (X )  = O'2/(min{R,r M} + 2). A 
global minimizer X ,  of 77 on ~R×:~ and ~ is given by X ,  = 
ol/2(min{R, r M} + 2) 1/2] '. 
COI~.OI J ARY. 
(a) M = I~,: For square matrices of order N, 
II x ' x ll z I I x 'x l l  2 
m i n - -  = min N- l .  
x ,0  [IXll 4 IlXll=l I lxl l  * 
(b) I f  R = 1 or rM = 1, then IIMX'XMII2/IIXMI[ 4 = 1 fi~r all X c~.  
Notice that many more matrix inequalities can be obtained by considering 
other (M; ,~)  functions than IX and r/. However, this is not our main aim, 
and only results that are relevant o the matter in hand will be given. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The function /x is obtained from ~ in (1) by setting 
a = l ,b  =c  =d=e =h =k =0,  and g = 1. We apply Theorem 1 to this 
case, remembering that IX has a global minimum as well as a global maximum 
on ,~. Using (2), we can check that the set ~ is given by {X ~;  
MX'XMX'  = [ t r (MX'X) ]  -1 t r (MX'X)2MX'} .  Next, /xl,:(X) = 
t r (MX'X)2 / ( t rMX'X)  2 = [v(X)] - l ,  i.e., IXl,- is a strictly decreasing func- 
tion of v. We still have to find a X ,  ~ such that v(X , )=q = 
min{R, rM}. It is easy to check that X ,  = q- l /2 j ,  satisfies the required 
properties. Then IX attains a global minimum at X ,  and one has IX(X,) = 
l /min{R,  r M}. To find the maximum of Ix, we must provide, in respect of 
Theorem 1, an R × N matrix X ,  ~ ~¢ such that v (X , )  = 1. Such a matrix, 
a maximizer of IX, is given by X,  = [jl0]'. That X ,  ~ ~' and v(X , )  = 1 = 
IX( X ,  ) can be readily checked, as well as the fact that minx ~ ~ Ix( X ) = q - l 
and max x ~ .~2 IX(X) = 1 (see the global extrema of Ix above). 
1 The fimction r/ is obtained from ~0 in (1) by setting a = 1, b = ~, 
c= -O ,d= 0"2/2, e =g =h = 0, andk  = l. We know that r/ has a global 
minimum on ,~. Following Theorem 1, and using (2), ~ is given by { X ~ ~;  
MX'XMX'  = 2-l[O - tr(MX'X)]MX'}. For every X ~ ~', we have clearly 
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the equality 2-1[0 - t r (MX'X) ]  = t r (MX'X) '~/ t f fMX 'X) .  Dividing b~ 
t r (MX'X) ,  we get [0 - t r (MX'X) ] /2 t r (MX'X)= l / v (X)  and hence 
t r (MX'X)  = Ov(X) / [2  + v (X) ] .  Since v(X)  =(trMX'X)2/tr(MX'X) ~, 
we also have t r (MX'X)  2 = O'2v(X)/ [2 + v(X)]  2. Next, 771.. = O°-v(2 + 
v) 2 + 2 - t [Ov(2  + v)-~ _ 0]2 = 0,~/(2 + ~;), i.e., r/I,. is a strictly decreas- 
ing flmction of v. Again, we have to find an X,  ~ ~ such that c (X . )  = 
rain{R, r M}. One can check that X ,  = Ol/2(min{R, r M} + 2) - l /e ] ,  satis- 
ties the required conditions and that ~(X . )  = 0'2(min{R. r M} + 2) 1 • 
E,"L,~MPI.E 1. Let x = (x,,  x e, x:~, x4)' be a vector in ~4 and consider 
the two fimctions 
_9 
f (x )  := x x~ + .r:]) 2 + 2(x,x. ,  + x~x4) 2 + (xd + xi~) a 
i 
and 
"~ . )2  :=  + + + 
o 
+ x .~+x; ) '2+2 ~ x~-O 
i - I  
Then 
(a) A global minimizer of f in ~4 \ {0} is ~x'en by x ,  = (1 / v'/~-2.0, O
1 
l~ ¢2) '  and f ix , )  = ~. 
(b) A global minimizer of ~ in ~.t is given by x ,  = (¢O/2 ,  0, t), ¢0/2) '  
and g(x .  ) = 0'2/4. 
(a) and (b) follow immediately from Theorem 2, taking 
XI X2) 
M = 12, X = x:~ x 4 
and noticing that f (x )  = /.t(X) and y,(x) = rt(X). These minimizers are of 
course not unique. 
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EXAMPLE 2. AN APPLICATION TO A IJNEAR REGRESSION MODEl,. In this 
second example, we will consider best estimation (in some sense) of the 
covariance matrix V (which can be singular) of the vector of disturbances in a 
normal linear regression model, when only the eigenvalues of V are un- 
known, i.e. when the orthogonal projectors onto the eigenspaces do not 
depend on unknown parameters. This situation involves, among others, the 
class of error-component models. Our aim is to attempt o combine prior 
knowledge of relations of proportionality between some (or all) eigenvalues of 
the covariance matrix of the vector of errors in the linear model presented 
below. These relations may be imposed for theoretical rea,sons or may be 
observed empirically. The search for estimators allowing integration of this 
prior knowledge is performed, as we shall see, through optimization of 
particular (M; U) functions. Our estimators reduce to already kno~l results 
in special cases. 
Let us formally describe the problem. Consider the case of the linear 
model 
,j = x/3 + u, (5) 
where U is an N X 1 vector of disturbances, X is an N × K nonstochastic 
known matrix with r (X)  < N, and /3 is a K X 1 vector of nonstoehastic 
regression coefficients. We further assume normality, i.e. 
U ~ N(O, V).  (6) 
The covariance matrix V = E(UU') has the spectral decomposition 
j=l J=l 
This model is more general than the one appearing in Rolle (1994), because 
it allows for a singlular matrix V. Some material used in Rolle (1994) is 
repeated here to ease the reading. Our convention is that the A l . . . . .  A m are 
the (distinct) positive eigenvalues of V. When V is singular, A o and r 0 
designate respectively the zero eigenvalue an(] a matrix of orthonormal 
eigenvectors associated with )t 0. The s)anmetric, idempotent, and mutually 
orthogonal matrices R j=  r.r'; ~ are known,~ and Dj = tr Rj denotes tile multi- 
plicity of aj. We have ~j_ 0 Rj = I and Y~j = 0 Dj = N when V is singular, and 
E~=IR j=I  and E~=,g=N when V is positive definite. The NXDj  
matrices rj contain (known) orthonormal eigenvectors of V associated with 
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the (unlolown) distinct eigenvalues Aj. Since the estimator of V is assumed to 
have the same structure as V, estimation of V is equivalent with estimation of 
the positive Aj's. 
We will seek estimators which are best (in tbe sense that they minimize 
the mean squared error, abbreviated MSE) among classes of nonnegative 
quadratic (potential) estimators. C;onsider the model given by (5), (6), and (7). 
Define Y := ( 13', A')', where/3 is the K × 1 vector of regression coefficients 
of (5) and A is the s × 1 vector of the positive (distinct) eigenvalues of V. 
I,et h(y) be an estimator tbr the value of a positive, real-valued, linear 
parametric fimction of the eigenvalues, ay f 'A.  We now list a few properties 
a real-valued estimator h(y)  may have: 
I)EFINITI()N ,9. 
(a) h (y)  is quadratic if and only if (ifO it is of the form h(y)  = y'Ay for 
an N × N symmetric (nonstoehastic) matrix A. 
(b) h(!/)  is quadratic and nonnegative iff h (y)  = y'Ay and A ~ O. 
(c) h (y)  is unbiased fbr f 'A iff E: ,h(y)  = f 'A for all % 
(d) h (y )  is quadratic and invariant under translation of /3 iff 
h(y)=y 'Ay=(y -X /3o) 'A (y -X /3 , , )  for all /3,, • ~ K 
In order to [)rove filture results, we need the following lemmas: 
I,l.;.~tMa 1 (Magnus and Neudeeker 1988, Theorem 12, p. 251). If 
y ~ N(~, V) and A is a symmetric N × N matrix, then E(y 'Ay)  = tr AV + 
g'A£ and Var(y'Ay) = 2tr  A~,5IV + 4g'AI,~g. 
LEMMa 2 (Magnus and Neudeeker 1988, p. 292). In the context of (5), a 
quadratic fiwm y' Ay is invariant under translation of fl iff AX = O. 
We now introduce notation that will be wide.Iv used below. Consider tile 
eigenvahles of the nonnegative definite matrix V ~ 0. Now V 4= 0 implies 
s >~ 1. s being, as we saw befure, the number of distinct positive eigenvalues 
of V. 
Let ,~ be defined byo ~r:= {0, 1 . . . . .  s} if V is singmlar and a~-:= {I . . . . .  s} 
if not. Ix't S be a nouempt)" subset of ,~ such that 0 • S' whenever V is 
singular (S =,9 r is possible only when V is nonsingular). The set S" desig- 
nates tile complementary set of S in ~ Our estimators will depend on the 
choice of.~'- and S. 
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We denote by A s the vector of eigenvalues Aj whose subscripts are in S 
and define r s := As/llAsll, i.e., ~'s is the normalized A s. The eigenvalues 
whose subscripts are in S are those about which we have some prior 
information. For example, if ,9 r= {0, 1,2,3} and S = {2,3}, then A s = 
(A 2, A3)'. I f  S = ~- \  {0} (singular case) or S = 5 r (nonsingular case), then 
A s = A ~ (R*)L If  S = {i}, then A s = A,. The vector A ° will designate the 
particular value at which a best estimator is sought. 
We 'also define the compound matrix Z(S) := [XIL(S)], where X is as in 
(5) and L(S) is the N X Ej~ s, Dj partitioned matrix L(S) := [rj]j~ s ~, i.e. a 
matrix whose blocks are the r,'s. For example, if S = {2 ,5} 'c j=  
{0, 1, 2, 3 4 5}, then L(S) = [r  0 rl(r 3 r4]. We assume that r Z(S) < N. When 
there is no possible confusion, Z(S) and L(S) will be abbreviated Z and L 
respectively. The matrix V being symmetric, the eigenvectors in rj can be 
chosen to be real. However, their explicit computation is not necessary in 
practice. If S c= Q, Z(S) is simply defined by Z(S):= X. Next, we will 
denote bv V~(A s) = Ej~ sA~l/ZRj the Moore-Penrose inverse of Vs(A s) := 
~,j ~ s A)/~Rj I A matrix which will play an important role in the following is 
the partitioned matrix 
H(S;As)  := [F (S ;As ) IL (S ) ] ,  where F(S;As)  := V~.(As)X. (8) 
When S': = Q, H(S; A s) is defined by H(~;  A s) := F (~;  As). We will as- 
sume r H < N, which is equivalent o r M n > 0. This assumption is made 
because the following statements are equivalent: (i) M ,  = 0, (ii) ~ = {0} and 
(iii) ~ '  = ~b, where the sets ,a¢ and ,~' are defined in Theorem 3 below. To 
lighten the notation, we will always write V s instead of Vs(As), Vs + instead of 
V~(hs),  F instead of F(S; As), and H instead of H(S; As). When V s, V~, 
F, and H are not evaluated at A s but (say) at r s, we will write Vs(~'s), 
V~(rs), F(S; ~'s), and H(S; r s) to avoid any ambiguity. 
LVMMA 3. Consider the V s, Z, F, L, and H given above, and define 
C := V+VV + Then: S S • 
(a) C = ~j~ sRj is idempotent and symmetric, VsV s = VsV~ = C = 
Mr, and CV~ = Vs C = V~. 
(b) MzC = M z and M,  C = M u. 
(c) rH  = rF  + rL .  
(d) CM~ = MFC = M n. 
(e) Consider any b > O. We have ~+(bh s) = b-1/2Vs ÷, M~.(s:/,as) = M r, 
M . (s ;~ ) = M. ,  and V~(bhs)MuV~(bA s) = Vs(bhs)MFVs(bAs). 
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A proof of this lemma and of the Theorem 3 below inay be seen in Rolle 
(1994, p. 1384). Assume that we have a pr/or/ in|brmation about the Ai's 
whose subscripts j are in S. It is reasonable to consider quadratics associated 
x~fth the eh'ments of the sets ,u / and ,~' defined in the following theorem. 
"Fm,;()Rv, sl 3, For ~it;en S and A s (defined (as' above), u;e (t~sutrw r tt < N. 
and con.s'ider the sets 
v/(S) := {A ~ ~s:×'\'; A ~ 0, AX = 0, tr ARj = 0 ifj ~ S'}, 
,!#(S) := {A ~.a¢( S); ~j,: .s)tj tr AR, = g 'As}. 
:= {e u ,x ,  rM, + 0}. 
where tilt', linear paranwtric function g' is such that ~'A s = ~j~ s~jAj ) 0 
and its components gj are nonne~ati~e. Then, writin~ ag, Uqd, and o~ instead 
, f ,~(S) ,  .~(S), and .aA(S): 
(a) The fi, nction f, : R ,'×': ~.~¢ ~iven by f~(P) := ~.V I ,  P 'PM,  I,~+ is 
umffectit;e. 
(b) The fimction h I : A,, a --, 'J given btj hi(P) := ~'As][PM,]] ~' 
V~' M,  P 'PM,~s ~ is sutjective, and o~ is an open .set in ~.x× x 
(e) l,et P ~ ~.vxx. Then r(PM, V~) = r(PM,). 
Note that the sets .a e =fl (~ x×x) and ~ = hl( J  z)  and the MSE of the 
q,adratics associated with their elements depend on A s, but not on /3 or on 
the A;'s, j ~ S':. They depend only on the parameters about which we have a 
pr/or/information. The quadraties whose associated matrices are in .~(S) will 
be called nonnegative translation invariant partially orthogonal quadratics. 
Note that the quadratics ass(x.iated ~4th the elements of ~,5i¢(S) are unbiased 
tbr ~'h s. The representations fl([R x'xx) and hi(a,3 a) for the sets at(S) and 
,~(S) of Theorem 3 will allow the use of our results about optimization of 
(M; ,~) fimetions in the proofs of Theorems 4 and 5 below. They are very 
helpful when used in the context of optimization over a set of quadratic forms 
y'Ay of a random vector y having an elliptieally contoured istribution. In 
such cases, the moments of y'Ay are; functions of expressions like tff AV) or 
t r (AV)  e (Fang and Anderson 1990, p. 437) and welcome simplifications 
occur. We consider here only the normal ease. (Changes in the formulation 
and proofs of Theorems 4 and 5 below have to be done when y is assumed to 
be elliptically contoured, but not normal. However, the technique is exactly 
the sanw.) 
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We now make precise what we mean by "best" in ~ and 3Y. Notice that 
mean squared errors of quadratics y'Ay with A in 5¢ or c~, do not depend 
on/3, because of the invariance condition. 
DEFINITION 3. Consider the sets .a¢ .~ and the quantity g 'A s ~ ~* 
defined in Theorem 3, and let f 'A  s ~ 1~* be the value of a linear parametric 
fimetion of A s. An estimator y'Ay of f 'A  s (g 'A  s) with A ~.a¢ (A ~S~)  will 
be called best on ~ (.gR) at A s iff its MSE is less than or equal to the MSE 
of the quadratic associated with any other element in .~¢ (,~Y) at A s. Best 
estimators which are independent of A s will be called un~rmly best. 
We now provide explicit best estimators able to integrate prior knowledge 
of relations of proportionality between eigenvalues of the possibly singular 
dispersion matrix V. 
TIIEOREM 4 [Best in .~¢(S)]. Consider the linear nuMel given in (,5), (6), 
and (7), where V may be singular, and ass~tme r H < N. Let .~(S) be 
defined ,~s" in Theorem 3, and f 'A s : E :<s  fjAj ~ N* be the value of a 
linear parametric function at A s. Let r s be the normalized A s, i.e. ~'s := 
As/[IAs[I. 17wn the best candidate fi~r the estinu, tion of f 'A  s among the 
quadratics whose associated matrices are in ,~(S) is given by y 'a~(As)y ,  
w, here  
r M n + "2 
X~" (~'s) M,,Vs" (~'s). (9) 
* depends Let A s ~ (R*) '"  (m ~ N* is such that m ~< s). The fact that a s
on ~'s indicates that the best estimator o f f 'A  s is tile same at A s than at bA s, 
, * is invariant b being any positive real number. Hence, the matrix function a s
on ray's in (R* ) "  starting from the origin. This means that h* : (~*) ' "  ~ 
given by h'~(A s) :-= y 'a~(As)y  is a zero-degree homogeneous function. 
Moreow~r, r Mll(s:a~) is a constant on (~*) '" ,  or equivalently [by Lemma 
:~ r,l 3(c)], r MF(s: x,) is a constant on (R+) . The latter statement can be shown 
easily, and means that h* is continuous, and moreover, continuously differen- 
tiable on (N*~)'". The function h'~ being zero-degree homogeneous and 
continuously differentiable, Euler's theorem tells us that 
• oh*~ ,E Aj-5 f(As)=O )". (10) 
• '¢ 
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This is the fundamental explanation [or the unitbrmitv of our estimators when 
S conta ins  a single element, say S = {i}. In this ease, (10) implies ttud 
(dh~/dA~XA,) = 0 for all A, > 0, i.e., h~ does not depend cm A, on N*, i.¢'. 
is uniformly best (see Example 2 below). 
()m' d(;es not need to know the absolute values of the a r j E S. t,, be 
able to use (9), only ratios be~veen eigenvalues (supl)osing that S = {i, k, I}, 
one does not n('ed a pr/or/infi)rmation such its A, = 4. A t = 8. A / = 32. (,nix 
information of th(" t~l)e a k = 2A, and A / = 4A~). 
i z¢ 0 • o y as ( r  s )y  is a [)est nonnegative translation im-ariant For a g lV l .q l  Ts, , 
imrtiall.v orthogonal quadratic estimator of f 'A  s at r~ ~ (see also t/olh" 199-t, p. 
1380), 
For tim lmrpose of computation, notice from Ix,mma 3(e) that 
l's" (rs))'lt~ Vs'(rs) = I"'  (rs)MvVs" (rs). Moreover, r M H = N - r 1" - r L = S , 
N-  rF - ( :V -  rC)= F~/~ s l ) -  rF (see l,emma :3). Iterate (9) can 1,(' 
rewritten 
. / "T  s 
a~(~-~) = VF(r~)M,.~'F(T,).  ( l l )  
E j•s l ) i - -  r (F )  + 2 
This is very important from a practical point of view. for it means that there is 
no need t(, compute the I)'s. 
Prm~f of 77u,orem 4. To ease the notation in the proof, we write 3,/ 
instead of M n. l)efine the fimction .f2 : ,~ ~ E by f_,(A) := MSE( y 'Ay) and 
h :[~x× x __, ~ by h :=f2 ¢fJ, where f l  is given m Theorem 3. We ~ill find 
a t 7* ~ N x'×x S]lch that h(P*) <~ h(P)  |})r all P ~ Nx: .x .  The  t'un(.'tion ./'1 
being surjeetive, this means that .re takes a minimum at A* =[ ' l (P* ) ,  i.e.. 
.f~(A*) <~f2(A) for all A ~,~. Using l,emma 1 and [ Jmmm 3, h(P)= 
[ t~ ,~.+ . t , .  ) t  , -  := .[)(f~(l')) = Var(y s MP'PMV~,/) +[E(y  ~s MI PM~s y) -.f'As]-' 
2 t r (MP 'P )  ~ + (tr MP'I ) - f ' a  s )z. The i)roblem I)ecom(.s 
, , , i n{r / ( f ' ) :  P E ~x, ,v} ,  
where the function "q : ~.x~ \ ~ ~ is Wen bx 
n( e)  t,.( Me'r) ' -  - := + ~(tr mt"t' f'a~) ~. 
This is the fimction 7/appearing in (4) and Tlmorem 2. with 0 =. f 'A  s. Using 
Theorem 2, a global minimizer P* of'rl is give,, I)5 ( f 'As)b '2[r (M)  + 2]- ' / : ] '  
where ] is such that M = ]]'. An optimal matrix A* ~.~/at which f~ takes a 
minimum is ,~ven by f,(P*) = V~ MP*'P*MVi' = f '&( r  m + .~)--'v; .~lv~" 
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= a*(As). To see that a~(A s) = a*(1"s), we apply I_~mma 3(e): 
II*sll I f 'As  , 
a*('rs) rM + 2 V; (~'s )MI~' (~'s )  
[IAsll ' f 'as 
rM+2 
IIAslIV~ MV~ = a* 
• . 
TtlEOREM 5 [Best in .~'(S)]. Consider the linear nu~del given in (5), (6), 
and (7), where V may be singular, and assunue that r H < N, and let .~(S) 
be as in Theorem 3. Let r s be the nommdized A s. Then the best candidate for 
• • t y the. estumltwn o,f g A.,~ := ~j~ .,-~,~,j A7 ~ R*, gi >~ O, a~ru)ng the quadratics 
whose associated matrices are in ~(S  ) is given by y'b *s ( As ) y, where 
b; (*s )  = b+( ,s )  - 
tTS 
r M H 
- -  I~+ ( "r.s ) M,, V[ ( 'rs).  (12) 
o y'b*s(r°)y is the best nonnegative unbiased partially For a given rs,  
orthogonal quadratic estimator for g 'A s at ~'~ (see also Rolle 1994, p. 1380). 
Proof of Theorem 5. Again, we write M instead of M u. Define the 
function h 2 :,~' ~ R by h2(A) := MSE(y'Ay) = Var(y'Ay) and h :~ ~ 
by h := h e o hi, where h I is given in Theorem 3. We will find a P* ~,~ such 
that h(P*)<~ h(P). The filnction h I being surjeetive, this means that h. 2 
takes a minimum at A* = hi(P*), i.e., h~(A*) <~ h~(A) for all A ~.~.  Using 
Lemma 1, h(P)  , o 4 , = (~ As)IIPMII Var (y 'Vs 'MP PMV]y)  = 
2(g'Xs)Zll PM II 4 t r (MP 'P )  2. We can equivalently minimize, on the open set 
.~ the differentiable fimction 
. -  
tr (MP 'P )  2 
( t rMP 'p )  2 '  
which figures in (3) and in Theorenl 2. Using this theorem, a global 
minimizer P* o f / z  is given by P* = (r M)- l /2 f ' .  An optimal matrix A* ~.~ 
at which h 2 takes a minimuru is given by tit(P*) = g'AsI[P*M][ -2 
WMP*'P*MV.¢ = g 'As ( rM) - 'V ;MV ~ = b*(As). That b*(A s) = b*(~" s) is 
proved as in Theorem 4. • 
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